
In this cohort we have been lucky to gather a diverse group of people, not only 

for the several nationalities, but also regarding the different characters, 

hobbies and backgrounds. It is precisely this, the wide variety of personalities 

and cultures within each of us, what makes our group so colourful and full of 

love! But now, we know that an image says more than a thousand words, so let 

the images and smiles speak by themselves!



First semester in Reims

• This cohort has so far had the chance to discover 

a bit of the adventure starting off in Reims! By 

night or day, the city has offered entertainments 

of all sorts



Autumn in Reims



The Champagne Park dyed with Autumn’s colors

The prettiest park of all 

Reims to just 5 minutes 

walking from the residence!



Even if this cohort is very hardworking, we all need those times to disconnect. And 
what better to disconnect than some exercise every now and then???? A little trip to 
the paintball centre close by was indeed necessary to filtrate the madness of some 
of us regarding the load of work! Of course, once we travel around we also crave 
some proper gastronomic tourism!



International Dinners!!!

As mentioned, gastronomy is also one of our 

common interests! What can be better, and 

make us both feel close home and get closer 

among us, than our famous international 

dinners?!!! Delicious above all, this master is 

not only creating geniuses, but also great 

chefs! Even if birthdays may be an excuse for 

them, any weekend is a good chance to gather 

all together and taste some exotic meals!







A Little party never killed anyone ;)



Or a bit more…



We are also good students!!!! 



URCA also organizes many different activities 
of all sorts



Overall, it’s looking pretty nice, right?



Cheers from Bioceb Familia <3


